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SPECIAL FEATURE INTRODUCTION
READING BUNYAN'S
READERS
New Essays
on the Reception of
The Pilgrim^s Progress
Ken Simpson, Editor

rrj^ n After Babel, George Steiner reminds us that the Latin
y'
roots of "translation" are "translatio" and "transfero
^^
"to carry across."' The act of translation, of carrying
across meaning from one language to another, is also paradigmatic of
all acts of understanding, according to Steiner, for even within a
language readers carry over what is meaningful and reconfigure it in
historically and temporally specific forms of discourse. While all
interpretations are reinterpretations because each statement changes in
time and because each interpretation is conditioned by its ideological
' George Steiner, yyier Babei Aspects of Language and Tnnslation (London; Oxford U niversity
Press, 1975), 461,26.
~
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context, this approach results in neither infinite regression or deferral
not the kind of historical, interpretive relativism that considers all
works to be of equal value and all interpretations to be of equal
authority; rather, absolute beginnings are possible through acts of
orig^ality that remap reality in significant ways, and through acts of
interpretation that respond to these works, ranging from literal
imitations and commentaries to parodies, allusions, and subsequent
works of art, creating a living tradition or canon. The work of the
scholar of reception history is to "be respectful of the irreducible
plurivocity of .the text"^ in both its production—^including the text's
material conditions, the ideological contexts of the author's work, and
the many modes of an author's relationship to other texts—^and its
interpretation, including new translations and forms of the text, the
text's role in canon formation and curriculum, and the reader's own
conditions of production.
Such a hermeneutic approach to translation and reception is
especially appropriate in the case of Bunyan's The Pilgrim's Progress
(1678). In the figure of Bunyan's pilgrim, the itinerant Christian with
book in hand moving forward, carrying over, we have an allegory of
the act of understanding as a process of transference. Every interpreta
tion is a reinterpretation as Christian reads his experience through his
book, and Bunyan, from the margins, helps us read Christian reading.
Christian rereads his own experience in the light of his developing
understanding such as Hopeful and Faithful have experiences like
Christian's but read them differently, and Christiana, in The Second Part
of The Pilgrim's Progress (1684), goes over some of the same ground as
her husband but offers unique interpretations of it, creating a progres
sive, looping movement in the narrative, as if moving forward also
means looping backward. However, while reading comes to an end for
Christian, absorbed in the music of the Celestial City, the narrator can
only wish he were there,and as he awakens from his dream, he implies
that, like Christian at an earlier stage of his journey, the process of
reading must continue until he teaches his own end.
In "The Conclusion" of The Pilgrim's ProgressBunyan hints that he
might have to "Dream again," referring perhaps to The Life and Death

* Andre LaCocque and PaulRicocut, TUnking&ihUcaU^-.'ExigfticalandliemtmuHcalStuMes, trans.
David Pellauet (Chicago: University of Chicago Press,1998), xv.
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of Mr. Badman (1680), an ironic companion text of The Pilgrim's Process
and his first commentary on the earlier allegory. He also warns readers
to "take heed/Of mis-interpreting" because "evil insues," but Bunyan
never could have predicted how soon he would have to intercede on
behalf of his "little Book."' He notes with pride in "The Author's Way
Of Sending Forth His Second Part of The Pilgrim's Progress" that "of
him thousands daily Sing and talk" in New England, but also points
out how favourably readers in Holland, France, Scotland, Ireland, and
England have received the first part of The Pilgrim's Progress.* Such a
defence was necessary because as early as 1682, when T. S. (Thomas
Sherman) published The Second Part of The Pilgrim's Progress without
Bunyan's authorization, a process of appropriation had begun that
continues to this day. In the 1680s alone, "ballads by 'J.B.,'" transla
tions, abridgements, imitations, "piratical and composite editions,"
"adaptations and suppositious works" were produced.' Whatever the
intentions of these "Counterfeit" Pilgrims might have been, Bunyan's
purpose in writing The Second Part of The Pilgrim's Progress was to set the
record straight about how to interpret the first part, since Christiana
"opens with her Key" what "Christian left lock't up," and to correct
the mistaken impression created hy some that his books "like Gipsies
go[es] about,/In naughty-wise the Countrey to defile."' Bunyan
attempts to control the reception of The Pilgrim's Progress, then, by
asserting his authorship of works that are meant to offer the legitimate
moral and doctrinal interpretations of'the original text.
Even if we set aside the new interpretive problems introduced by
his own interpretations of The Pilgrim's Progress, Bunyan himself seems
to admit, in a moment of anxiety, that he might not be able to control
the reception of his book. The personified book worries what will
happen if counterfeit editions find their way into "The Hands and
Houses of I know not who," and Bunyan answers that the book's
authenticity will declare itself or the author "will Testifie that only
you/My Pilgrims are."^ With the proliferation of both authentic and

^ John Bunyan, The Pilffim's Proff-ess, ed. N. H. Keeble (Oxford: Oxford University Press,
1984), 134.
Bunyan, The Pilgrim's Prog-ess,135,137.
' Keeble, ed., The Pilgim's Progess, 139, n. 136.
'Bunyan, The Pilgrim's Progess,139,136.
' Bunyan, The Pilgrim's Progess, 136.
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unauthorized texts across the globe after Bunyan's death, controlling
the interpretation and production oiThe Pilgrim's Progressbecame futile,
assuming it was desirable in the first place, especially when a profes
sional community dedicated to preserving Bunyan's intentions did not
exist or was irrelevant. All that such a community can do when it does
exist is describe, according to its rigorous standards, the book's
production and reception rather than prescribe what it should mean.
Throughout the eighteenth, nineteenth, and twentieth centuries.
The Pilgrim's Proff-essappeaxs in hundreds of different editions in almost
as many languag es and is used to promote causes as diverse as
Catholicism, Anglicanism, Methodism, Marxism, British imperialism,
and Protestant colonial missions of many kinds, just to name a few.
While we have many valuable bibliographical studies detailing the
publication history ofThe Pilgrim's Progressiii]a.pan,Germany, Holland,
Hungary, and England, they only take the first step toward a full
understanding of Bunyan's reception.' Concentrating on when editions
were printed and what form Aey took, they assume that Bunyan's
doctrine is transferred from one edition, language or culture to another
without a trace, as if the translators, editors and commentators were
ghosts.
Critics who do consider the ideological or literary contexts of how
The Pilgrim's Progress has been read offer very general accounts of the
allegory's reputation, popularity, or influence, often noting the "global
success" of the allegory in passing, but rarely exploring what is implied
* See the following; Kazuko Nishimura, '^ohn Bunyan's Reception in Japan," Button Studies
1.2 (1989): 49-62; Auguste Sann, Butganin Deuischland (Giessen: Wilhelm Schnutz,1951);Jeno
Szigeti, "E^hteenth-Century Hungarian Protestant Pietist Literature and John Bunyan," in
]ohn Bu/ffan in England and Abroad, ed. M. van Os and G. J. Schutte (Amsterdam; Vrie
University Press, 1990), 133-42; J. B. H. Alblas, "The Reception of The Pilffim's Progress in
Holland During the Eighteenth and Nineteenth Centuries," in John Butffan in England and
Abroad, ed. M. van Os and G. J. Schutte (Amsterdam; Vrie University Press, 1990), 121—32;
and Robert G. Collmer, "The Reception of Bunyan's Works in the Netherlands," in Ten
Studies inAnglo-Dutch Rrii/^()ar,ed.Jan vanDorsten (Leiden; Univetsity of Leiden Press, 1974).
Curiously, Bob Owens's "The Reception of The Pilffim's Progress in England," in Bunyan in
England andAbroad, ed. M. vanOs and G.J. Schutte (Amsterdam; Vrie University Press, 1990,
91-104, underlines the importance of finding out "how reading it [T6« Pilgrim's Progrtss\
affected or influenced" its readers (91), but then goes on to give a general account of selected
editions of the allegory. Fuller accounts can be found in F. M. Harrison, A BibBoffopty of the
Works of John Bui^an (London; Oxford University Press, 1932); and "Appendix" by F. M.
Harrison inJohnBrown,7«3»B«<^«:HrrL{/«, Times, and Work, ttv. F.M. Harrison (London;
Hulbert, 1928), 439-83.
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about Bunyan's text, its readers, or reading in general.® In a short
concluding chapter, Roger Sharrock, for example, notes the popularity
of The Pilgrim's Progress across the world and analyxes engravings in a
text designed for "a racial group in the Malay Archipelago" but
concludes that incongruities "of time and place are irrelevant to the
kind of communication that is taking place."'® More recently, IVlichael
Davies contributes a ten page "Postscript" on "The Legacy of The
Pilgrim's Progress." Davies analyzes the text's "abuse" by Louisa May
Alcott in Little Women (1868) and the anonymous author of the Third
Part of The Pilgrim's Progress (1693), and examines the consequences of
his own self consciously "constricted reading" of Bunyan as a narrow
Calvinist didact." Tamsin Spargo, on the other hand, emphasizes the

' For a general account of Bunyan's ups and downs in the history of literary taste in England,
see N. H. Keeble, '"Of him thousands daily Sing and talk': Bunyan and his Reputation," in
John 'Button: Conventicle and Parnassus, ed. N. H. Keeble (Oxford; Clarendon, 1998), 241-63.
For overviews of Bunyan's appropriation by Marxists, see David Herreshoff, "Marxist
Perspectives on Bunyan," in Butgan in Our Time, ed. Robert G. CoUmer (Kent, Ohio; Kent
State University Press, 1989), 161-85; and Robert G. CoUmer, "Bunyan and the Marxists,"
Christianity and Literature 28.1 (1998): 21-33. Studies that do pay careful attention to the
historical contexts of reception and appropriation include Richard Greaves, "Bunyan
Through the Centuries: Some Reflections," Eny/ish Studies 64 (1983): 113-21; and David E.
Svni\h,JohnButffaa in America (^XoornaagLon: Indiana University Press,1966). FinaUy,both Iser
and Fish reflect upon the nature of reading in their phenomenological and affective stylistics
approaches to Bunyan respectively, but neither are historicaUy specific. For Iser, the "implied
reader" is any implied reader while for Fish the reader's experience is a function of the text's
structure. See Wofgang Iser, The ImpBed Reader: Patterns of Communication in Prose Fiction from
Bureau to Beckett (Baltimore and London: Johns Hopkins Univetsity Press, 1974); and Stanley
Fish, "Progress mThe Pitffim's Progress," Engjish Literary Renaissance1 (1971): 224.^4. Fish later
changes his view, arguing that"meanings are the property neither of fixed and stable texts nor
of free and independent readers but of interpretive communities," but this neo-pragmatic
approach ignores historical readers in a different way by removing"interpretive communities"
from critical scrutiny and ignoring the commitments that bring those readers to stable texts
in the first place See Stanley Fish, Is There a Text in This Class? The Authority of Interpretive
Communities (Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard University Press, 1980), 322. This collection builds
on Fish's insights and answers Steven MaiUoux's challenge to put forth "specific studies of
historical acts of reading" and how they intercede in the reader's cultural moment This
ongoing project will then play an important role in understanding the text and its reception
in time, for potential misreadings can be as illuminating about how a text behaves as readings
that follow the writer's intentions.See Steven Mailloux, "Persuasions Good and Bad: Bunyan,
Iser, and Fish on Rhetoric and Hermeneutics in Literature," Studies in the Literary Imagnation
28.2 (Fall, 1995), 59.
Roger Sharrock,
Bunyan (London: Hutchinson's University Library, 1954), 155.
" Michael Davies, Graceful Reading: Theology and Narrative in the IPorks of]ohn Burryan (Oxford:
Oxford University Press, 2002), 344—55.
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"limits of authority" and considers the "involvement of the figure of
the author and of his most famous text in British imperialism."^^
Rather than pursuing historically specific accounts of Bunyan's
reception and appropriation in this context, however, Spargo offers an
analogy: to identify with anything in the text, colonial readers, like
women readers, had to interpret the text in ways other than those
intended by the author, leading to diverse readings that challenge the
possibility of authority." While Spargo's approach is encouraging,
Bunyan critics need to pursue more historically specific accounts of
Bunyan's reception, especially if we are to understand his book's role
in the ideology of English colonialism and mission movements across
the globe. The essays collected here are meant to show how such
historically specific studies of Bunyan's reception might proceed.
In fact, however, this process has already begun: in "The Pilgrim's
Progress as World literature: John Bunyan and George Simeon Mwase
in Nyasaland," Isabel Hofmeyr continues the groundbreaking work
that she started in The Portable Bunyan: A Transnational History of The
Pilgrim's Progress (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 2004), a work
that almost single-handedly renewed interest in Bunyan's reception.
Combining methods developed in histories of the book with
postcolonial theories of "world literature," a term that denotes "a
mode of circulation and of reading," Hofmeyr traces the circuits of
Bunyan's presence in Scottish mission, African Christian, and African
American cultures before showing how Mwase strategically inserted
The Pilgrim's Progress into his account of John Chilembwe's uprising in
Nyasaland (present-day Malawi). Reception of Bunyan in Africa does
not follow a north-south pattern as we might expect, nor is Bunyan
only an exemplar for the downtrodden and the politically oppressed
(Mwase's account was written from jail): Bunyan is held up as a model
writer as well. Building on Hofmeyr's work, but taking a more
biographical approach, Sylvia Brown and Arlette Zinck examine the
personal motives and institutional politics underlying the translation of
The Pilgrim's Progressinto Cree and Inuktitut by Methodist and Anglican
missionaries in nineteenth- and early twentieth-century Canada. The
authors resist stock answers and approaches as they explore the

"Tamsin Spargo, The Writing ofJohn But^an (Aldershoc Ashgate, 1997), 104.
" Spargo,/oA« Bunyan, 124-25.
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coexistence of theoral, visual, and textual forms of The Pilgrim's Progress,
the institutional resistance to and personal commitment of the
translators, and both the spiritual idealism and cultural imperialism
implicit in the attempt to use Bunyan's allegory to convert what one
missionary called the "children of darkness."
Robert G. Collmer also considers translations of The Pilgim's
Progress, but he examines how three French translations—one from the
eighteenth and two from the nineteenth century—appropriate and
change Bunyan's original intentions. Presenting translations from the
1772 French edition for the first time in print, Collmer notes that
Bunyan's text was altered significantly to reflect Catholic orthodoxy,
but also in small details such as one that targets "les philosophes." The
1807 redaction also freely alters Bunyan's text, but it appeals to a more
educated audience and might reflect the sacramental devotion of its
possible translator. Abbe Jean Baptiste Lasausse (1740-1826). In both
cases, Bunyan's work is used to restate the principles of a faith that
needs no explanation, but which is in need of spiritual reinforcement
against the forces of deism, atheism, and skepticism.
A different mode of appropriation is examined in Mary Burke's,
'"Of that rank that is meanest and most despised of all': Victorian
Romany Studies and the 'recovery' of John Bunyan's Gypsy origins."
Bunyan's name, by this time associated with everythingquintessentially
English, is appropriated in the racial discourse of James Simson to
prove that even one of the most revered cultural icons of the period
had Gypsy (Romany) origins. Simson's obsession with proving that
Bunyan was a Gypsy is part of his own conflict with professional
historians, coterie groups, and clergymen who didn't take him
seriously, or simply disagreed with him, but Burke also traces the
cultural work performed by Bunyan's name in Simson's discourse: as
a religious writer on the margins of both class and race, Bunyan,
according to Simson, could have been used by the authorities to
integrate the Romany more effectively into English society.
The last two essays explore in different ways the structural and
semiotic conditions of Bunyan's reception. This is a necessary
corrective to the view that reception history can only proceed on the
assumption that the text is inherently unstable, that a text is always a
reading of a text. In "Audience and the Layered Art of Method in John
Bunyan's The Life and Death of Mr. Badman and The Pilgrim's Progress,"
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Clark Maddux argues that the Ramist structure of Bunyan's companion
pieces explains the ease with which Bunyan's works were assimilated
by early American readers. While Christian's wilderness might have had
a special resonance for American readers, the common culture of
Puritan devotion, underwritten by Ramist distinctions between
ornament and argument, method and testimony, is seen in the
structural complementarity of Bunyan's allegory and dialogue. Calvin
M. Peterson, on the other hand, accounts for the text's multivalence by
examining the slippage that occurs when narrative and doctrine are
used to interpret each other. According to Peterson, the doctrine of
predestination, central to Th^ Pi/grim's Progress, is also narrative in its
structure, creating a double narrative that opens the possibility of
multiple interpretations of the same allegorical event. The triadic form
of Pierce's semiotics is used to emphasize the embodied, applied nature
of doctrine in general, while the narratologies of Fisher and Labov are
cited to unfold the strands of narrativity within the doctrine of election.
The richness and complexity of Bunyan's text, imitated, appropriated,
and translated in so many ways, appears to be the condition that makes
its reception history possible.
While it is obvious that Bunyan did not intend these transforma
tions of his text to take place, neither is it sufficient to claim that the
only legitimate way to read The Pilgrim's Progressis according to how the
author intended it to be read, a view that reproduces the famous
hermeneutic circle in which a text is interpreted according to beliefs
which themselves are part of the text. Instead, the originality of the text
and the author's general intentions can be kept in mind as we describe
how the text is interpreted and how the interpretations change in time.
As the essays in this collection show, the mode of a text's reception
and its difference from the origmal, tanging from literal translation to
subversive rewriting, tell us as much about Bunyan's allegory as they do
about the culture of the writer interpreting the text.

